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Abstract

Positive ion composition measurements in the D and E regions wer'e-per-

formed on three rocket flights during the 1966 solar eclipse program conducted

at Cassino, Brazil. The E region results showed that, at totality, NO+ and 0

decreased in density while the ratio NO+/O+ increased. Long-lived meteoric ions

appeared-to be-unaffected during the short-period of the eclipse. A submerged

layer of meteoric ions became prominent at totalitywhen the rnolecuJar ion
densities were smallest and produced a sporadic E layer. The D region results

indicated that the decay in the water cluster ions at totality was probably less than

a fador of four in the vicinity of 80 km. This work represents part of a continuing

Air Force prograQ, to study lower ionospheric processes which affect communica-

tions.
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Positive Ion Composition Measurements
in the Lower Ionosphere During

the, 12 November 1966 Solar Eclipse

. INTRODUCTION

Cryogenically-pumped qudrupolermass spectrometers were included as part

of the scientific payloads on four Defense Atomic Support Agency rockets launched

from Cassino, Brazil to study the D andE regions of the ionosphere-during'a total

solar eclipse. Three of these instruments were successful. Because the gyro

aspect data are not yet available, the-results are presented in terms of the currents

measured at Thezmass peaks versus altitude, and all current-modulations were

smoothed out by eye. A certification rocket launched one week before the eclipse

provided background ionospheric measurements which showed the Brazilian day-

time ionosphere to be similar-to thatover Eglin, Florida. The water cluster ions,

19 , 37 and 55 + , (H (H20)n) dominated the ion composition below 82 kilometers

and disappeared, completely above 85 km. The- drastic transition in ionospheric

composition near 83 kin, marked by the disappearance of the water cluster ions

and the simultaneous appearance of metal-atomic ions, seems to be a consistent

feature of the earth's ionosphere. Metallic ions, mostly iron and magnesium,

were measured from 83 to 106 km and showed a layer near 93 km with a peak

density of about 10 percent of the total ionization. NO + and 02 + were about

equally abundant and were the major constituents above 83 km. iring the eclipse,

the results obtained when the sun was 80;percent obscured from rocket D-4, were

(Receivedfor publication 9 March 1970).
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found to b'L some what similar to those from the certiflcation rocket except that

an additiom P rro% metal ion-layer, composed mostlyof magnesium and iron,

aas found neat 10i kn-.. At.,totality. the results from rocket D-l1 indicated that

both NO ar.4 0, dtcreased in density while the ratio NO 1O.,, increased. The

metaij ions appeared to be unaffected b. the solar eclipse. The decay, if any,

of the 37+ i.on at-totality %As probably less than a factor of four in the viuzility of

II Aadit.or. to the mass spectrometer, the Nike llyac payload contained a re-

tarding poteptial analyzer, an inapedar.ce probe, a Langmuir proe,_ a sphe-ical

ion trap, a sol;;.r x-ray detector, and a lyman-alpha detector. All the payloads
c-intained an attitude control system (ACS) which was programmed after ieparation
irt,,,, the rocket motor near 60 km, to maintain the payload at zero angle of attack

over itL trajectory. Only the results of the mass spectrometer eiperinients are

diecussed here. Positive-ion composition measurements were made with

cryogenically-pumped-qudrupole-mass spectremeters. In all cases, the mass

spectra were scanned from 10 to 64 amu and the total ion current for masses above

49 ainu were measured, all -i a two-secondperiod. Three figures were plotted

(see Figures 1 through S) showingronly the major positive ions detected on the

certification, D-4, and D-11 rockets. These plols~are in termns of the currents

measured at the mass spectral peak versus altitude. The major ions measured

and our identifications are 19+ (H30+), 37 + (HP2 +), 55 + (H7 0 3 +), 30 + (O +), 32 +

(02+), 24' (Mg+) and 56 + (Fe+). Other masspeaks, generally much smaller in

relative concentrations, Were detected. Some of these were identified as sodium,

aluminum, nickel, and calcium ions, We believe the maximum altitude error in

the trajectory data is ±2 km. No attempt was made to correct or to normalize the

-current profiles for the particular instrument sensitivity, ve.hicle speed, and

vehicle aspect since the aspect data were not available. (For information, the

ratios of the instrument sensitivities were certification :D-4: D- i - 1:1. 3:1.7,

-which means, for example, the D-1i1 instrument-was 1.7 times-more sensitive

that the certification instruirft. Ptc.). Thus one cannot consider changes in the

current values for a particular constituent.frdm one rocket flight to another, as

being indicative of-:the changes in the densities of that constituent, For any single

flight, more significance can be attached to the relative currents atca particular
altitude-as being representative of -the relative composition, but keeping in mind

the particular problems-and uncertainties discussed below for each set of results.
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Figure 1. Maj ir fPsitive Ions, 5 November 1966,
1155 L. T-, Ca3slno, Brazil, NikeHydac
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Figure 2. Solar Eclipse - Major Positive Ions at 80%
Obscuration, 12 November 1966, 1154 L. T., Cassino,
Brazij, Nike ,Hydac
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Figure 3. Solar Eclipse - Major Positive ions During Totality,
12 November 1966, 1209 L. T., Cassino, Brazil, Nqike [ydac

3. CERTIFICATIO RIOCKET

This rocket was launched at 11:55:21 L. T. on 5 November 1966 to obtain

background measurements. The vehicle developed severe coning because the

payload did not separate from the -Hydac motor, rendering the attitude-control

system -ineffective. Only the ascent data were used for the plot. The most

sertous modulations were in the 30+ and,32+ currents above 93 km; the smoothed

curves forthese constituents deviate about a maximum of a factor of two from

the measured values. For all the other constituents and below 93 km for 30+ and

32+, the smoothed current profiles are well within a-factor of two of the measured

values.

1. I)-TROCKET

This rocket was launched at, 1,4:54 L. T. on 12 November 1966 so that the

i ocket was ascendingat 90 km when the sun-was 80 percent obscured. Again the

payload did not separate from the Hydac motor and the vehicle behavedpoorly.

The best mars spectral data were cbta~lned near peak on upleg and on descent.
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Only the descent data were used for the plot. The current inodula'tions in 30a*nd

32+ above 90 km -'ere sinusoidal in nature, sho-- ing about 2 cycles fro, 2a0 to

! 7 km wi.th amplitudes pius or mirsu about a factor ef two about a mean va'ue.

he ctrves shown in the piot are thcrse mean curves. The smooilbed aru;:3 for

the ct.er constituents are generally within 40 percent of the measured values.

5. 9-11 lCane-

This rocket was launched a' 12:08:3? L. T. on 12 Novt-mber 1966 so that the

rocket ,,vai ascending at 90 km diring totality. the payload separated from the

rocket motor and was stabilized by the ACS, so that the current modulations were

not as serious as on the certiication and D-4 rockets. The plotted current pro-

files are the results of smoothing a superposition of both the ascent and descent

measurements. - All the cur;ent profiles are generally well within +50 percent of

the measured values.

6. ISh:.SSIO'N

The results of te certification rocket showed the daytime Brazilian ionosphere

to be quite similar to that measured in the northern hemisphev'-:. RPT R9 S1

water cluster ions (hydrated protons) dominated the composition. These iona dis-

appeared complete'y near the mesopause and were absent above 87 kn, but rz-

appeared on rocket descent below 87 kn.

Another typical feature of the lower ionosphere is the abrupt appearance of

metal-atomic ions ncr 82 km or rocket ascent. These metal ions consist mostly

of iron and magnesium, and usually exhibit a layer about 5 or more kilometers

thick with a peak near 93 km. Whenever metal ion layers are detected at higher

altitudes, the thickness of the layers is usually less than 2 kIn. On the certifi-a-

tion rocket, the metal ion concentrations represented a maximum of only about

10 percent of the total ionization near 93 km.I Also, a consistent feature of the lower ionosphere is the ledge of nitric oxide
+

ions near 82 km where NO rises steeply in density becoming the major ion-.

0 2 follows NO + and exceeds the NO + density above 95 km. In Brazil, we found
0 + to be much more abundant between 80 and 90 km than we found in our other

2
daytime measurement at Eglin AFR. This may be because of the smaller solar

zenith angle (- 200) in Brazil as compared with the solar angle of 490 for our

earlier measurement at Eglin, resulting in a deeper penetratio, of solar radiation

(that is, Lyman j) which can ionize 02 . Recently, it was prLnted out that the



ionizationi of m~lsal~, ~)tay be equulk if not of dominating intpormanve to
account for the increased O'at these lo" aztitudes (Buino:en anj M~cElr-oy l1563).

The 1)6-4 results plotk-.d inm Figure 2 -are believed to be displiced .&bOut I km too
high. This rocket was fired when the mmn wat- t'0 perccnt obscured ;iid the results

are sunilar to tdose of the certificatior: rocket 'it least withir the discussed ex-

cursiotis). except that an additional me~tal ion lajer cc.posed mostly of magnesium
and iron sas measvred near WS icm. Nothing can be said at this time of tt-

*e4fects of this metal it layer on the total dmnsity profile. becau-se the data (ran

the total charged particle detectors on Di-4 were mod-;ated n~ear 105 lan.

[kring totality rocket 13- 11 reachOs an apogee of only 95 ket so that *!Ze upper

metal -ioc layer could not be measured. However, from a Nike Apache i'ocket at

totalityo. 34echtley et al. (1969) detected an Es layer at 104.2 Lan a~hich protrude-d

50 percent above his smooth electron density profile. In addition, J. C. Ulwick

(prilcate comnmunimtatol found a 20 poncent enhncement in his total density pro-

Mie ne .- the altitude of the metal-ion layer after totality at 3l0 percent obs-atAiar

on rocket D3-13. This points oat thal the metal-iou 1layer bec:L-e most j-rominent

in the total dmnsity proiles nt-wr totality when both molectdar ions (N0 and 0
de-ayed tothir ~ninimum .-ult.s. It was expected MPat if o~hrc sere no changes

in tranpGrt processes. the inetaltmic ions vriold zbow little or no effects; Oue

lo the solar eclipse beceiuse their lifetimes are much lou~r than the molecular

ions and the peri;od of the- sobbr eclipse. The rough resialtz bear wiat this expecta-

A -sugh estbnate of !he change in total desity during 9we eclipse --an be inade

asing the mass spectrometer data. by ass-snirg either thz. iron to cci n or the

xm~gaesium ton content at 3 Jun did not nhange from 5 Novem.ber and daring the

eclipse r .q 12 Novenbe:. 71.e". %al - alizing the 3e and 3i' currents a' 93 kin

to the se current for the th-ce flights and taling the sun of the normalized 3e4

and 32* currevnts as prio~ortioursJ to density, we find he change in density at 93 km

iin the ratio certification: 1D-4: 011I a 2.4:1.6:3. or the density at totaity is

decreased by a factor of ?_4 from normal. Performing the same calculation,

aIsmnDLug the magesium ion concenL-ation iz constant. we obtain for the same ratto
1.5:1.4:3, It is stressed that these are only rough estimates. In compart'son.
It-.htly et aL (19691 fotnd that the density descrease at totality is uniform above
90 km. and abc-it a factor of three dow-n from tie nortnai daytime ionosphere.

t was also found that the MO1 2 ratio increased from 1. 1 on the certifica-

tior. rocket to about 1.7 at totality near 93 km. This; is cnderstandable quaita-

lively by considering the basic processes. Simply, in ackfition to 'lissaciative

rcecomibination with elections, +4 can either charge t-ansfer with neutral nitricoer

oxid orchage earingewit a~mic itrgento -irmandmaitai Ne
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It is difficult at this Uime to determine what changes occurred in the water

ciuster ions with accuracy; however, it is estimated that the maximum decay at

totality of 37 + , for instance, is probably less than a factor of four near 80 kin.

Other rocket measurements have been performed showing that the water cluster

ions indeed can and do change in densit. through stwrise, through sanset and from

midday to midnighL The combination Gf the low charged particle density in the

D region below &0 km (about 10 j-er cc) and the short tirae involved in the zolar
eclipse should pre-.,ent the water cluster ions from undergoing-a decay as drastic

as !he electrons, which maLniy atta-h to form negative ions at these low altitudes.

it is again stressed that these data are not completely red-iced or analyzed

at this time, and only when this is completed can more definite conclusions be

reached.
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SL AMINACuT
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